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The fractal dimension of measured ocean wave profiles is found to be in the

range of 1.5 1.8. This non-integer dimension indicates the fractal nature of the

waves. Standard formulations to analyze waves are based on a differential

approach. Since fractals are non-differentiable, this formulation fails for waves with

fractal characteristics. Integral solutions for long waves that are valid for a non-

differentiable fractal surfaces are developed. Field observations show a positive

correlation between the fractal dimension and the degree of nonlinearity of the

waves, wave steepness, and breaking waves. Solutions are developed for a variety

of linear cases. As waves propagate shoreward and become more nonlinear, the

fractal dimension increases. The linear solutions are unable to reproduce the change

in fractal dimension evident in the ocean data. However, the linear solutions do

demonstrate a finite speed of propagation.

The correlation of the fractal dimension with the nonlinearity of the waves

suggests using a nonlinear wave equation. We first confirm the nonlinear behavior

of the waves using the finite difference method with continuous function as the

initial condition. Next, we solve the system using a Runge-Kutta method to

integrate the characteristics of the nonlinear wave equation. For small times, the

finite difference and Runge-Kutta solutions are similar. At longer times, however,

the Runge-Kutta solution shows the leading edge of the wave extending beyond the

base of the wave corresponding to over-steepening and breaking.
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A simple long wave solution on multi-step bottom is developed in order to

calculate the reflection coefficient for a sloping beach. Multiple reflections and

transmissions are allowed at each step, and the resulting reflection coefficient is

calculated. The reflection coefficient is also calculated for model with thousands of

small steps where the waves are reflected and transmitted once over each step. The

effect of depth-limited breaking waves is also considered.
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FRACTAL SOLUTIONS TO THE LONG WAVE EQUATIONS

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The word 'fractal' was coined by Mandeibrot (1975) from the Latin fractus,

meaning broken. Fractal geometry is observed in many natural phenomena. In this

work, we wifi concentrate on the fractal character of waves. Munzenmayer (1993)

found that near breaking surface water waves exhibit fractal geometry. An

important feature of these waves is that their surface is not continuous, and thus,

non-differentiable.

Long waves, also called shallow water waves, are surface water waves that

have a wavelength much greater than the water depth. Commonly used methods of

solving the long wave equation are based on a differential approach. These methods

fail when applied to waves with fractal geometry, since they are non-differentiable.

In this dissertation we develop a solution that is valid for fractal-shaped

waves. The rough surface is treated using an integral-based solution. Fuiks and

Guenther (1972) used potential theory to develop an integral equation formulation

of the problem. We simplify the problem by using the linear long wave equation.

We consider four cases with a flat bottom: 1) without bottom friction and no

reflective end wall, 2) without bottom friction with a reflective end wall, 3) with

bottom friction without a reflective end wall, 4) with bottom friction with a

reflective end wall. The 5th case we consider is that of a sloping bottom, of infinite

domain, without bottom friction.

Our analysis of field data taken from the Grays Harbor Wave Refraction

Experiment, Washington, in 1999 shows that as waves propagate from intermediate

water depth to shallow water depth, their fractal dimension changes. We are

motivated by these findings to use nonlinear wave equation for the governing

equation to the integral solution.
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Chapter 2 considers the concept of fractal dimension and its measurement.

Time series taken at Sandy Duck, North Carolina in 1992 are used to investigate

the sensitivity of the fractal dimension calculation to the length of the data record.

Results from fractal dimension calculations from several other data sets, reflecting

measurements taken in varying wave conditions, are also discussed.

In Chapter 3, the long wave equations are derived from conservation of

mass and momentum. The equations are depth-averaged, removing the vertical

dependence of both equations and explicitly introducing the position of a free

surface. Physical assumptions and non-dimensional scaling are used to simpliIr the

equations. Integral equations which are able to treat the fractal nature of the wave

forms are used. One method of determining the kernel to the integral equation, or

Riemann function, is described. Several examples are presented to illustrate the use

of the Riemann function.

In Chapter 4, hyperbolic potential theory is used to solve the boundary

value problem for the linear long wave equation. We focus on the 5 cases

previously mentioned. The appropriate Riemann function is determined, and the

surface boundary condition is determined by assuming sinusoidal, Weierstrass

function, or ocean waves, as appropriate. The fractal dimension is measured and

analyzed for the ocean wave case.

In Chapter 5, we investigate the nonlinear formulation. We simph1y the

analysis by using smooth wave form as the initial condition. We then apply two

methods of solution; the finite difference method and the Runge-Kutta numerical

integration method. The Runge-Kutta method is more sophisticated in that it

applies the method of characteristics, and we expect that it gives a more accurate

solution. We compare the resulting solutions.

Chapter 6 focuses on reflected waves on a sloping bottom modeled by a

multi-step bottom. The model is based on the principles of reflected and transmitted

waves over an abrupt depth change (Dean, Dahymple 1984). The reflection

coefficient of the system is observed at the foot of the steps using the wave
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envelope method. A depth-limited breaking criterion is also applied to observe the

wave breaking effect on the reflection coefficient. This chapter also considers a

linear proffle and a curved profile based on Dean's beach proffle equation.



CHAPTER 2. FRACTALS

To introduce the concept of fractals, we consider a curve existing in a space.

We measure the length of the curve by joining a series of line segments, each of

length 6, end to end along the curve. The number of segments needed to traverse

the curve for a given segment length 6 is called the measure M5. If we choose a

smaller 6, then the measure M5 increases. The concept of dimension is defined by

the relationship between M8 and S as S approaches zero:

M =6 (2.1)

where s is defined to be the dimension of the curve. To illustrate this concept,

let us consider Figure 2.1. For the straight line segment in Figure 2.1, evidently

= 6', and the dimension of the line in Figure 2.1 is 1.

Line curve

6=1 ;
M5=1

6=1/2 ;
M8-2

I I I

6=1/4;M5=4

Figure 2.1 Line segments traversing a line curve



Next, we consider complex curve shown in Figure 2.2. For such a curve, M5 =

where 1< s <2. When a curve's dimension is non-integer, the curve is called

fractal and the dimension is called the fractal dimension.

8M(F=5.

8=3 ;M5(F)=1.5 8=0.5 ;M(F)=12.5

Figure 2.2 Measurement M5 of a curve using various line segments 8

This concept can be generalized to higher dimensions. For instance, for a

surface, we can construct a measure by covering the surface with squares of side

8. The number of squares is the measure M8, and the relation M5 = 8S still

defines the dimension of the surface. A fractal surface would have 2 < s < 3. A

graphical way to describe dimension is to take the logarithm of(2.1) to obtain

log M8 = s log 6 (2.2)

We see that s is the slope of a plot of logM5 verse log 8.



2.1 FRACTAL DIMENSION

The most important method used to determine whether a set has a fractal

structure is measuring its dimension. We describe two common measurement

techniques; box counting and rescaled range analysis.

2.2.1 Box Counting Method

The box counting method is widely used. It can be used for hand

computations and can also be easily programmed in a computer. The basic idea in

box counting is to cover the fractal curve with a grid composed of boxes of side 8,

and count the number of boxes that the curve possesses through, called N5. This

procedure is repeated for smaller and smaller grid sizes. A linear regression of

log N5 verse logS is made, where N5 is the number of boxes for a given 8, and

the slope of the regression line is the fractal dimension D1,. The relation among N5,

S and Di, may be expressed as

Equivalently,

N5=--- (2.3)

D =
log N5

(2.4)b logS

In theory, for each box size, the grid should be overlaid in such a way that the

minimum number of boxes is occupied. The computer software, Benoit Vi .2

Fractal Analysis (2000), implements the box counting dimension by determining

the minimum number of boxes to cover the curves by rotating the grid. This

method of box counting is suitable for examining a two-dimensional curve when

the x and y coordinates have the same physical dimensions.



2.2.2 Rescaled Range Analysis

The requirement that x and y have the same physical dimension is a

drawback of the box counting algorithm. Rescaled range analysis is appropriate for

data not meeting this requirement. For example, the curve plotted in Figure 2.3 is a

time series of free surface taken at Grays Harbor, WA in 1999. This is an example

of a curve where the physical dimension in x and y are different. Hurst (1965)

developed resealed range analysis as a statistical method to analyze time series of

natural phenomena. There are two parameters used in this analysis. The range R is

the difference between the minimum and maximum of the cumulative sum

X(t, z-). X (t, z-) represents the cumulative sum of measurement of some quantity

made at discrete time t over a total time r. S denotes the standard deviation of the

measurement . We use the Benoit Vi .2 Fractal Analysis software to calculate

rescaled range analysis fractal dimension.

Hurst found an empirical relation satisfied by a large number of natural

phenomena:

R
=(c r)
S

(2.5)

where His the Hurst exponent. The coefficient c is taken to be 0.5 by Hurst. R , S,

, and X are formally defined as

and

R(r) = max X(t, r) mm X(t, r) (2.6)

S(r)=J[!{ (t)_(}2J (2.7)

7
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where

and

() =1(t) (2.8)
V

X(t,)={ (u)_(} (2.9)

This method is appropriate for time series. The graphical representation uses time

on the x axis, and the free surface elevation on the ordinate.

The Hurst exponent H has a value of about 0.72 for many natural

phenomena. For ocean wave data, it is found to be between 0.12 0.5. The

relationship between the Hurst exponent and the fractal dimension is simply

(Vanouplines, 1995)

D=2H (2.10)

A Hurst exponent of 0.5 < H < 1 corresponds to a time series with trending

behavior. A Hurst exponent of 0 <H < 0.5 indicates non-trending, oscillatory

behavior. The oscillatory behavior has a rather high fractal dimension (1.5 <D <

2), corresponding to a highly variable time series with large standard deviation.

Figure 2.3 shows ocean wave data measured at Grays Harbor, Washington, in

1999. The water depth was 25 meters. The fractal dimensions calculated using both

resealed range analysis and box counting are 1.756 and 1.926, respectively.
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Figure 2.3 Free surface time series burst # 500, taken at Grays Harbor, WA in
1999. The data sampling is 2 Hz.

2.2 WEIERSTRASS FUNCTION

The Weierstrass function is an example ofa continuous fractal curve that is

non-differentiable. Suppose 2 > 1 and i<y <2, and consider

f(r) 2(y-2)k sin(2"t) (2.11)
k=1

Provided 2 is large enough, the fractal dimension D off is y (Falconer, 1990).

The time series f (t) is composed of sinusoids with frequency 2", each ofwhich is

damped by the factor 2(72)k. The damping increases with increasing frequency, so

that 2T2)/c can be viewed as a low-pass filter. Increasing y decreases the degree of

damping, and results in a signal with more high frequency content. Also, as k

increases, damping term becomes more effective. Higher frequency terms are

damped more.
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1.5

1

0.5
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-1

-1.5 I

0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 24a. The Weierstrass function f(t) with A =1.5 and y =1 1

2
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0.5

-0.5
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-2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 2.4b. The Weierstrass functionf(t) with A =1.5 and y 1.3
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Figure 2.4c. The Weierstrass functionf(t) with A 1.5 and y 1.5
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Figure 2.4d. The Weirstrass function f(t) with 2=1.5 and y = 1.7



Figures 2.4a 2.4d show that a larger y results in more energy with high

frequency.

2.3 GODA NONLINEARITY PARAMETER

Goda (1985) used skewness as a measure of the non-linearity of waves. The

skewness J7 of a time series i is defined as

where

and

iN\/= (2.12)
'inns

IN
1meanNJli (2.13)

= (2.14)
1=1

Goda also proposed a parameter describing the extent of wave nonlinearity.

fl=-cothkh (2.15)

Goda found that the skewness of the data increases as the degree of nonlinearity

increases. The dispersion relation is written as

and

= g k tanh k/i (2.16)

k=1 (2.17)
L

12
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H, h, and k are the significant wave height, water depth, wave frequency, and

wave number, respectively. Significant wave height 1I is the average of the

highest one-third of the wave.

2.4 OCEAN WAVE DATA

The method of resealed range analysis is used to determine the fractal

dimension of ocean wave data taken in Sandy Duck, North Carolina in 1997. The

sampling rate was 2 Hz. To determine the sample size needed to obtain robust

estimate of fractal dimension, a sensitivity test of fractal dimension to sample size

was performed. The raw signal is shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.6 summarizes the

sensitivity test.

0.3
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0.1
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(.)

'3)
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'4-

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3 -1-

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000

time (sec)

Figure 2.5. Ocean wave data, dt = 0.5 sec taken from Sandy Duck, North
Carolina, 1997
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From Figure 2.6, there is little improvement in the estimated dimension for record

length above 5000 datapoints. We choose to use record lengths of 4000 data in our

calculations.
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Figure 2.6. Average fractal dimension for different number of data blocks of
ocean wave data.
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Figure 2.7. Cross-shore wave data across the surf zone, taken from the coast of
Bulgaria in 1988 (Kutzetnov, 1988).

Figure 2.7 shows the results of a resealed range analysis to measurements of wave

height as a function of distance from the coast of Bulgaria in 1988 (Kuznetsov,

1988). Figure 2.7 shows the significant wave height and fractal dimensions of the

ocean waves across the shore. The wave height increases right before the breaking

point and then decreases as the waves breaks. Figure 2.7 also shows the changing

of the fractal dimension of the wave surface verse cross-shore location. As the

waves approach the coast, the fractal dimension increases. The fractal dimension is

higher for the breaking waves. The average fractal dimension in the breaking zone

is 1.84, and the average fractal dimension before breaking zone is 1.79, a 3%

increase. Observations in the field show that the waves after breaking are visually

rougher than the waves before breaking. The nonlinearity of the waves increases as

the waves travel to shallower water. It is probable that the fractal dimension is

directly related to the nonlinearity of the waves.
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Next, we consider wave data from the Grays Harbor Wave Refraction

Experiment (Gelfenbaum et.al., 2000). The data are divided into two groups of 20

records, one group consists of data taken at 25 meters water depth, the other at 12

meters water depth. The objective of the data analysis is to observe the relationship

of fractal dimension with water depth and the degree of nonlinearity. Nonlinearity

is estimated using both skewness and Goda's nonlinearity parameter. A plot of

skewness verse nonlinearity parameter (Figure 2.8) shows the 12 meters data to

have higher skewness and nonlinearity parameter values than the 25 meters data:

the shallow waves are clearly more nonlinear.

Fractal dimension verse skewness is plotted in Figure 2.9. The fractal

dimension increases as the skewness increases. Figure 2.10 shows that the fractal

dimension also increases with increasing nonlinearity. These results indicate a

strong positive correlation between fractal dimension and nonlinearity.
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Figure 2.8. Skewness of surface elevation versus wave non-linearity parameter
defined in (2.15). The data is taken from Grays Harbor, WA.
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Figure 2.9. Fractal dimension of surface elevation versus the skewness of the
statistical distribution.
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Figure 2.10. Fractal dimension of surface elevation versus the Goda
nonlinearity parameter.
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Figure 2.11 Fractal dimension as a function of wave steepness. The wave
height is represented by significant wave height.

Another quantity of interest is the wave steepness, defined to be the ratio of the

wave height to the wavelength. Figure 2.11 shows that fractal dimension also

increases with increasing wave steepness. Thus, fractal dimension is expected to be

larger during storm events, when wave steepness is high.
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CHAPTER 3. WAVE EQUATION ANT) THE RIEMAN FUNCTION

The objective of this chapter is to derive the long wave equations using

conservation of mass and momentum. These equations are scaled to identify the

magnitude of each term so we can linearize the equations to obtain the linear long

wave equation. We also apply the Riemann method to obtain the Riemann function

of the linear long wave equations.

Fuiks and Guenther (1972) present an integral solution to boundary value

problems using hyperbolic potential theory. The Riemann function is the kernel of

the integral solution. Solutions for the depth-averaged, one dimensional linear long

wave equations are derived for the following cases: 1) without bottom friction and

no reflective wall, 2) without bottom friction with a reflective wall, 3) with bottom

friction without a reflective wall, 4) with bottom friction with a reflective wall. A
5th

case considered is that of a sloping bottom without bottom friction.

3.1 CONSERVATION OF MASS

Consider the volume element depicted in Figure 3.1, with constant width w

in y-direction, and area A in x-z plane. For an incompressible fluid, conservation of

mass is equivalent to conservation of volume, which can be expressed as

wA4{(u (h1 +'i))} {(u2 (h2 --72))} w (3.1)
At

where u1 and u2 are depth-averaged velocities at x = and x = x2, h is water

depth, and i is free surface displacement. The subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to

coordinates x and ;. (u1 (h + and (u2 (h2 + p72)) are time averages over time

interval t + At. By using Figure 3.1 to obtain the formulation for area A, we can

rewrite (3.1) as



{(u (/ +
))} {(u2 (k + 12

h + & h + ! Ax
w (12)

At

where h+ij is a spatial average over the volume element at time / + At. If we
t+At

divide (32) through by w Ax, then we can rewrite (3.2) as

[(u2(k+2))(uiQ+i1))] h+i4 h+i7
(3.3)t+At

AX At

In the limit Ax, Al *0, (3.3) becomes

8[u(h+)] 8(h+i7)
(3.4)

81

If we assume that the location of the bottom does not change with time, then we

can write (3.4) as

0
(3.5)

at a

20
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Free Surface 2

Figure 3.1 Small volume of ocean water with constant width. The average h
and i are calculated near the middle of the domain.

3.2 CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

Consider the elemental volume in Figure 3.2. For constant width, the

volume of water as sketched in Figure 3.1 can be represented by the area. The sum

of the forces in the x-direction is

FX = ma' (3.6)

where m is the water mass and a' is the acceleration in x-direction.
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Ar x2

Figure 3.2. Force diagram for a volume element

In Figure 3.2, p1 and p2 are the pressures at locations x1 and x2, and i' are

surface and bottom stresses and p' is bottom pressure. By assuming the volume

element to be of unit width, we can write (3.6) as

I+v bx
1

[l+(,)2]hi2 [1+(ah/)21hI2
(3.7)

DupA
[1+(ah/)2]"2 Dt
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where p is mass density of the water, g is gravity acceleration, and u is horizontal

velocity. If we assume that the slope of the free surface, 3i7/ax, and the bottom

slope, 3h/x, are small, then the squared terms in the denominator of (3.7) can be

neglected. We can write (3.7) as

1 pg [(/ +)2 (k+2)2] + (r_i) Pb

(±)(k±2)
(3.8)

U
2 at ax

The average bottom pressure Pb is approximated as hydrostatic. We can write the

pressure b as

p = pg (3.9)
2

The hydrostatic pressure p" is substituted into (3.8). By expanding the first term on

the left hand side of (3.8), we can modif' (3.8) to

pg I(' +) + (k +2)1 [(/ +) (h2 +2)]+
frw rbx) Ax

+ P-4(h1+i) + (h2+ui,)1 Ax = (3.10)

Ax I+u---I(h1+m)+(k+i72) (ôu ôu\
at ax)



In the limit &*0, (3.10) becomes

aI +u--- =g---+ (311)
at ax) ax p(h+)

where (h + ) is the average over the range [xi, x2J. If we multiply (3.11) by

(h+i7), we can rewrite (3.11) as

bxg (h+Ji)-+T (3.12)

The surface stress fX is assumed to be zero. The bottom stress z can be written

as ( McDougal, 1983)

bx f (3.13)

where jb is a dimensionless friction coefficient, p is mass density of water, and u

is depth-averaged horizontal velocity of the water. Because u is depth-averaged,

r (u) is less than 7bx (u(z)). If we substitute z into (3.12), we can write the

conservation of momentum as

g(h+rj)
fb

---Iu(u (3.14)
ax 8'

3.3 SCALED WAVE EQUATIONS

To obtain dimensionless forms of (3.5) and (3.14), we introduce the

following scaling factors;



x = LX

i=IT

h=kH (3.15)

= i70N(X,T)

u(xt)=JCoU(X,T)

where L, i, k I, c0 are dimensional scaling constants for the horizontal distance,

free surface displacement, water depth, time, and velocity, respectively. The

dimensionless equations corresponding to (3.5) and (3.14) are

and

aN cor(H+NJU]o (3.16)
aT LaXR h0

=
T[ h0 )jkL öX[ k )

(3.17)

T.f1
LCOL h0 )ÔX h0 h0 8

respectively. By defining s = we can write

(3.18)
öT LÔXL
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--[(H+eN)U]+&U----[(H +&N)U]=
.L aXL

(3.19)

gh0T oN CQTfH+sN)-- cbIul(J
LC0 OX h0 8

These equations are nonlinear, and become linear in the limit e -> 0.

3.4 LiNEAR SCALED WAVE EQUATIONS

First consider the linear case with c *0. In this limit, the conservation of

mass in (3.18) can be rewritten as

If we choose 7 and L, so that

then (3.20) becomes

(3.20)
OT LOX

=1
L

(3.21)

(3.22)
OT OX

For linear long wave theory, the wave celerity C0 is given by

c0=Jj (3.23)
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Equation (3.19) contains two terms of order s, the convective acceleration and

bottom stress terms. We form their ratio to obtain

C0T
convective term L !. (3.24)

bottom stress term C0l L
h0

The long wave condition is

(3.25)L20

convective term 1Thus, the long wave condition is equivalent to < and we
bottom stress term 20'

may neglect the convective term to get

By defining

we can write (3.26) as

(3.26)
aT aX/i0h0 8

F _Ifb, (3.27bhLhJ L

a_(UH) = (3.28)
X 8

To linearize the bottom stress term, we use the Lorentz principle of equivalent

work: the power loss over one wave period due to nonlinear drag is used to define

an equivalent linear drag. The linear drag is defined as



T=K -U (3.29)

where K is the linearization coefficient. By letting

LJ=Um(X) cos(2irT) (3.30)

where Utm (X) is the spatially dependent amplitude of the velocity and using the

Lorentz principle of equivalent work (McDougal, 1993), we find

K = Utm
3r

Thus,

(3.31)

Tbx UtmU (3.32)
3g

and (3.28) may be expressed as

-(uH)= (3.33)
aT ax 3ir

We eliminate UH by cross-differentiating (3.22) and (3.33) to obtain

F"N =HN +HN +UmU. (3.34)
3r



From (3.22),

Ux = _±N7. ----H (3.35)

Substitution of (3.35) into (3.34) gives

Fb iN =HN+HXNX_UmI NT+HX) (3.36)
3r H H

By assuming a linear bottom slope

we obtain

H =M (3.37)

N7.7. (3.38)

Equation (3.38) is the linear wave equation with bottom friction on a sloping

bottom.

3.4.1 The Case of Flat Bottom with No Bottom Friction

We assume that M =0 and f'' =0. For all flat bottom cases, the scaled

water depth is H = 1. With these assumptions (3.38) becomes

(3.39)

29
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3.4.2 The Case of Flat Bottom with Bottom Friction

We assume M 0, so that (3.38) becomes

Let

With

and

(3.40) can be rewritten as

N =N_F UtmN (3.40)
3s'r

N(X,T) = exp(ST) W(X,T). (3.41)

2
(3.42)

utm
(3.43)

32r

W_W=W (3.44)

3.4.3 The Case of Sloping Bottom without Bottom Friction

By setting M 0 and j = 0, the wave equation (3.38) can be rewritten as

N7.7.=HN+MN (3.45)

The bottom slope is assumed to be constant, so that

H=MX+1 (3.46)
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where the value I on the right hand side is the scaled water depth at the beginning

of the slope. By substituting (3.46) into (3.45), we obtain

N7.7. =(A'1X+1)N +MN (3.47)

The expression above is a partial differential equation with non-constant

coefficients. We obtain the case of constant coefficients by assuming a small slope,

so that

and (3.47) becomes

By letting

and

we express (3.49) as

MX<< 1, (3.48)

N7N+MN (3.49)

N(X,T)=exp(SX) W(X,T) (3.50)

6 M
(3.51)

w+Z_w=w (3.52)

3.5 THE RIEMA1'N FUNCTION

This section focuses on the Riemann method of determining a Riemann

function. The Riemann function will become the kernel of the integral solution to



the boundary value problem of the linear wave equation. The general form of this

equation is

N7.7. +aN+eN7. +dN = N +Fs(X,T) (3.53)

in which the coefficients a, d, and e are greater than zero. The external forcing on

the system is denoted by FS (x,T). The initial conditions are

and

N(X,O)=F(X) (3.54)

N7. (X,O)=G(X) (3.55)

Equation (3.53) is reduced to a canonical form by introducing the characteristic
coordinates

and

a X+T (3.56)

/3=XT (3.57)

The two characteristic coordinates represent wave movement to the right and to the

left. It follows that,

and

a +fl (3.58)
2

(3.59)

32
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By applying the chain rule and collecting terms, we can transform (3.53) to

e+d N +N - a/3\
+Nap= (3.60)

If we introduce the change of variable

N(a,f3) = V(a,/3) exp(2a+pfl), (3.61)

where /

2 e+d
4

and

(3.62)

e+d
/1= , (3.63)

then we can simp1iIi (3.60) to

= KV + Gs(a,fi) (3.64)

where

G(a,fl)=-1 exp[(2a+pfl)] Fs +fl afl
2 2 J

(3.65)

and

K_(-+2J1) (3.66)

If T = 0, then from (3.56) and (3.57), X = a = fi. By using (3.61), we can write

the initial condition (3.54) as

( ad'\V(a,a)=F(a) (3.67)
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Similarly, we can write N at T =0 as

NT(X,O)= Na(a,a)Np(a,a) (3.68)

By using (3.61), we can write the initial conditions in (3.55) as

J'(a,a)V(a,a)
=[-

F(a)+ G(a)] (3.69)

Añer several substitutions, the initial conditions in (3.54) and (3.55) can be written

as

V(a,a) = hs(a) = F(a) exPt--___J (3.70)

(ad
J'(aa)=ø(a)=[F(a) (_J + 1(a)] (3.71)

I ad'\
V (a, a) = i(a)

2 )

F(a) G(a)] exp
-J

(3.72)

To solve the differential equation in (3.64) with initial conditions given in (3.70),

(3.71) and (3.72), the Riemann method is used (Guenther and Lee, 1996). The

method solves V(a, p8), using a function R(a, /3; , i) called the Riemann

function. Let a, /3 be fixed and use , i as the independent variables in the a, /1

plane. We multiply (3.64) by the function R(a, fl;,i7), and integrate over the

triangle T(a, /3) (see Figure 3.3). We choose R so that integrals involving unknown

values of v disappear.
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JJ R G d di7 if R (J' + KV) d dr,

T(a,fl) T(a,fl)

(3.73)

if [(R
)

(R v) ± (R+ KR) v] ddi1
T(a,fl)

Because V is unknown in T(a, ,8), we can eliminate the last term by requiring

+ KR = 0 a > ,ii> /3 (3.74)

The Integration on the exact derivative terms with the limits of integration shown in

Figure 3.3 gives

if R G d dii = R(a,fl;,,1) Vfrx,/3) + R(a,/3;/3,/3) hs(fl)

T(a,fl)

+ JR(a,fl;) Ø()d + JR(a,fl;,fl) V(,fl) d dii (3.75)

_1(a,fl;a,ii) V(a,ii) dii + JR(a,fl;ii,ii) hs(i) dii

'l

Figure 3.3 Limit of integration



Because v(, /1) and v(a, i) are unknown, we can eliminate them by requiring

and

Recall that

R(a,J3;,f3)= 0 (3.76)

R,,(a,f3;a,ri) 0 (3.77)

R(a,/3;a,/3) =1 (3.78)

With the restrictions in (3.76) - (3.78), the solution to (3.64) can be written as

v(a,fl) = R(a,fl;fl,fl) h(fl)+
J
R(a,fl;) Ø() d

a (3.79)

+ JRq(a,fl;7/,17)hs(1/)d77
JJ

R(a,fl;,ii)G(,i1)ddii
fi T(a,fi)

The solution in (3.79) is valid provided that there is a function R such that

R(a,fl;,i7) + KR(a,fl;,77) =0

with the restrictions

R(a,f3;,f3) =0

R,(a,/3;a,i7) = 0

a>4,i>fl (3.80)

a > (3.81)

17 > fi (3.82)

R(a,fl;a,fl)=1 (3.83)

36
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We can solve (3.80) by letting r =(a)(ifl). We assume any smooth

function R = p(r), that satisfies (3.81), (3.82) and (3.83). The PDE in (3.80) can be

modified as

rp,,.(r) p(r) + K p(r) = 0 (3.84)

By using the restriction R(a, /1;a, /1) =1 or p(r =0) =1, we can write the solution

to (3.84) as

p(r)= J(2..J) (3.85)

where 4 ( ) is a modified Bessel function of the first type of order zero. By

substituting r = (a ) (i /3) into (3.85), we can get

R(a,/3;,i7) = 10(2..jK (a_)(ii/3)) (3.86)

Equation (3.86) is the Riemaim function of (3 .64). Ifwe substitute (3.86) into

(3.79), we can get

V(a,/1) = hS(fl)
+ 5 i0(2J K(a) (i-fl)) Ø() d

h'(1/) d1/ (3.87)+ K JI1(2J ic(ai) (u_fl))

fi JK(au7)(u1fl)

55 ' (2j K(a) (ui_fl)) G(,q) d d1/
T(a,fl)
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A more symmetrical solution can be developed which includes initial data v(x,O).

Consider the previous derivation starting at (3.73). The order of the independent

variables and i in (3.73) are interchanged by writing

R (v + KV) (R V,) (R), + (Re,, + K R) V (3.88)

Equation (3.88) is integrated using the integral boundaries as shown in Figure 3.3

to find a form for V (a, /1). After several steps, we can get

V(a,fl) R(a,fi; a,a) h(a) JR(a,fl;1/,77) () di
a (3.89)
JR(a,fl;) hS()d

JJ
fi T(a,fl)

By substituting (3.86) into (3.89), and averaging (3.89) and (3.79), we can write the

symmetrical V (a, fi) as

V(a,J3)
h( a)+h(/3) + ! (27)) ) d

p

a

- I JI (2.JK(aJ7) (u_fl)) r(i7)di7
p

a a+fl-2u hs(u)du (3.90)+ K 5I1(2Jic(a_ii)(ii_ji))

a a+fl-2u- I
K f I(2 K(a) K(a) W() d

if i(z.J ic(a) (ufl)) G(,uj) d du
T(a,fl)



The 4th and 5th
terms are equal, but are of opposite sign, thus, they cancel each

other. We can rewrite (3.90) as

V(a, fi)

hS ( a) ± hS
+ I

' (2 K(a ) ( fi)) Ø() d
B

i a

- (2j K(a i) (i /1)) ( ,) dr (3.91)

B

55 i (2J ic(a ) (ii /1)) G(, i) d ciij

T(a,fi)

The 2'' d 3rd
terms can be combined. We can rewrite (3.91) as

hs(a)±h(f3)
V(a,/3)-

2

+ I I(2 K(a-r) (i-fl)) ((r)()) dr
(3.92)

55 ', (2J ic(a ) (i fi)) G(, ,) d di
T(a,fi)

V (a, /3) is transformed back to N (a, /3). and to N (X, T) by using the following

equations,

and

N(a,/3) = V(a,JJ) exp(A. a + p13) (3.93)

N(x,T)=Nl afl
2 2 )

(3.94)

39



To demonstrate the use of the Riemann function, we use (3.92) for the case of a flat

bottom without bottom friction. The governing equation is (3.39). The initial

conditions are

and

N(X,0) = F(X) (3.95)

NT(X,0)=0 (3.96)

F (X) in (3.95) is taken to be a step function,

---X--
F(X)= L L

(3.97)

1 otherwise

where h0 is a scaling constant for water depth, as is the limit of the spatial domain,

and is set to be 0.5 m. By matching (3.39) to (3.53), the coefficients a, e and d can

be obtained as zero. From (3.66), we can get K =0. By using (3.86), the Riemann

function can be written as

R(a,/3;,i)=1 (3.98)

We substitute (3.98) into (3.91) to get

h5(ct)+h5(fl) +! (#()v(T)) d
(3.99)

V(a,fl)=
2

if G(,i,)ddi7
T(a,fl)
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Equations (3.93) and (3.94) are used to transform the solution V (a, fi) back to

N(X, T). Figure 3.4 shows the solution of (3.99) with the initial displacement

written in (3.97). The water depth k is taken to be 1 meter. The solution is

presented in dimensional form.

2.2

2.0

'a'1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

distance, x (m)

Figure 3.4 Propagation of a square wave on a flat bottom without friction

The total area under the curves in Figure (3.4) is found to be constant as time

elapses. This indicates that the integral solution satisfies the conservation of mass.

The waves start as one wave at t = 0 sec and split into two identical waves exactly

half the initial size and travel in opposite directions. The wave height at t > 0 is

constant. From the constant wave height and uniform water depth, it can be

concluded that the total energy flux is constant. Thus, the integral solution satisfies

the conservation of energy as well.

The next case is the problem of flat bottom with bottom friction. The

governing equation follows (3.44). This case uses the same initial displacement



written in (3.97). Figure 3.5 shows the results in dimensional form. The bottom

friction coefficient f is taken to be 0.1.
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Figure 3.5 Propagation of a square wave on flat bottom with bottom friction
fb =o.i.

From the above figure, the height of the step ffinction decreases as the

waves travel away from the initial condition.. The height decreases about 0.55%

from t =0 sec to t =1 sec, 0.54% from t =1 sec to /=2 sec, and 0.53% from

t =3 sec to t =4 sec. Since the energy is proportional to H2, the energy loss is the

squared of the wave height decrease.

We have shown that solving a linear PDE with constant coefficients can be

reduced to determining a Riemann function for the problem. in the next chapter,

more complex cases are considered.
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CHAPTER 4. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM WITH HYPERBOLIC
POTENTIAL THEORY

Fuiks and Guenther (1972) presented a method to solve boundary value

problems using integral equations. In this chapter, the method is applied to the

linear long wave equations derived in Chapter 3 to test the ability of the solution to

represent fractal waves.

The discussion is divided into propagation of waves over a semi-infinite

domain with a flat bottom with and without bottom friction, and over a finite

domain with or without bottom friction with a reflective vertical wall. The case of

sloping bottom without bottom friction is also discussed. Sinusoidal waves,

Weierstrass function-generated waves, and measured ocean wave data are used as

boundary conditions. Fractal dimensions are calculated for the wave data using

rescaled range analysis.

The scaled linear wave equation can be written in general form as

N + aN + eNT + dN = N (4.1)

where a, d, e are the coefficients obtained from the scaling process as described in

Section 3.4. The initial conditions are taken to be

N(X,O)=NT(X,O)=O (4.2)

The boundary condition at X = B1 =0 is

N(X=B1,T)=F(T) (4.3)



The boundary condition for the reflecting wall located at X = A is written as

N(X=A,T)=O (4.4)

I I

X0 X=Aorco

Sketch of boundaries

The Riemann function R = R (a, ,1J; , i) is applied at each boundary, where a , /3

are the characteristic coordinates, and are the independent variables in the

characteristic plane. Recall from (3.56) and (3.57) that the characteristic

coordinates are defined as

a=X+T (4.5)

and

If we let s,r be the independent variables in X,T plane, analogous to (4.5) and

(4.6), then we can write the definitions of and i as

and

(4.6)

(4.7)

17=sr (4.8)

ririi
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By using the relationships in (4.5) to (4.8), we can write the Riemann function

R = Rfrx,fl;,i7) as R = R(X,T;s,r). The fundamental solution K of (4.1) is

defined as

R(X,T;s,r) IX-slT-
ic=ic(X,T;s,'c)=_ (4.9)

0 otherwise

The factor X is not critical. Its presence is explained by the form of the solution of

the initial value problem by Riemann's method written in Section 3.5 (Fulks and

Guenther, 1972).

For the Dirichlet-type boundary condition (4.3), the solution to (4.1) is

defined as

N(X,T)_2J-_9(X,T;s_B,v) Øfr) dr (4.10)

Equation (4.10) is called double layer potential. We substitute (4.9) into (4.10).

Fuiks and Guenther (1972) evaluate the derivative /ôs in the region of

sJ T as

7:,

N(X,T) = 5 R (X,T;s = B1,r) q$(r) dv
(4.11)0

aTR(X,T;s=B1,I) b(Ta)

where the density b(T)=0,for T0. 1 is defined as

I=TX+B1 (4.12)



If the boundary condition is a Neumann-type, written as

(4.13)
ax

then the solution is written for IX I
T r as

N(X,T) =2 J 9(X,T;s = B1,r) g(r) dr (4.14)

Equation (4.14) is called single layer potential. By substituting (4.9) into (4.14), we

can rewrite (4.14) as

N(X,T)= JR(X,T;sB1) Ø() d (4.15)

If the two boundary conditions exist as a combination of (4.3) and (4.4) at different

locations, then the solution can be written as a combination of double and single

layer potentials in the region of IX
I

T

where

N(X,T)=J R5(X,T;s=,) )dr

R(X,T;s=B1,]) Ø(J) (4.16)

+J R(X,T;s=A,) fr)

S0=T-4-XA (4.17)
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The density w (v) is zero for r 0. To verify this solution, a simple sinusoidal

function is applied as the boundary condition. The function can be written as

F(T) = sin(2,rT) (4.18)

Next, we use the Weierstrass function written in (2.11) as a fractal boundary

condition. The nondimensional form of the function is

F(T) 2(T2) sjfl(2kT) (4.19)

For the model, the parameters 2 and y are each taken to be 1.5.

The ocean wave data are taken from Sandy Duck, North Carolina, 1997 and

Grays Harbor, Washington, 1999. The original data, unfortunately, are not in

shallow water. In order to make the data consistent with the shallow water

approximation, we process it in the following way. Working in the frequency

domain, the energy spectrum is altered by multiplying it by a frequency dependent

shoaling transfer function. The resulting spectrum is low pass filtered at 0.01 Hz to

eliminate wind waves, and frequencies greater than a shallow water cutoff

frequency. This truncated spectrum is then transformed to the time domain. The

result is time series consistent with the shallow water approximations.

For the ocean data, the peak wave period is taken to be the nondimensional

constant 7. The nondimensional constant L is chosen so that (3.21) is fulfilled.
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4.1 FLAT BOTTOM WITHOUT BOTTOM FRICTION ON SEMI-INFINITE
DOMAIN

The objective of this section is to observe the change of fractal dimension as

the waves propagate over a flat bottom without bottom friction, Fb =0. Figure 4.1

shows a sketch of the domain.

F(T)

Fb=0

Figure 4.1 Wave propagation on a flat bottom without bottom friction.

The boundary value problem can be rewritten as

N=N X0,T0
N(X,0)=NT(X,0)=0 (4.20)

N(0,T) = F(T)

The boundary condition (4.20) is of Dirichiet-type. Thus, the solution of the

boundary value problem is in the form of a double layer potential as in (4.11). The

fundamental solution is calculated in the boundary, so s =0. The solution is

repeated below,



where

N(X,T)=J R(X,T;s=O,r) )dr
o (4.21)

_R(X,T;s=O,1) q(l)

'; =TX (4.22)

The Riemann function R(X,T;s,'r) is obtained from (3.86). For the case of a flat

bottom without bottom friction, the Riemann function is

R(X,T;s,v)=l (4.23)

If we substitute (4.23) into (4.21), then we can write the solution as

N(X,T)Ø(TX) (4.24)

The density q is determined by the boundary condition at X =0:

0 (T) = F (T) (4.25)

This result allows us to express N(X,T) as

N(X,T)=F(TX) (4.26)

For the case of a sinusoidal fUnction in (4.18), the solution can be written as,

N(X,T) = sin(2r(TX)) (4.27)
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And for the case of Weierstrass function in (4.19), the solution can be written as

N(X,T) =A(72)k sin(,ak (T_x)) (4.28)

The water depth for the problems with sinusoidal and Weierstrass function-

generated waves is 2.5 meters. The ocean data can be entered directly into (4.26).

Figures 4.2a 4.2c show the results of (4.27) in dimensional form.

150

100

050
E
a)U

8
' -0.50

-100

-150

0 50 )0 0 200 250 300 350 400

distance (m)

Figure 4.2 a. Propagation of sinusoidal waves at t =20 sec, celerity is 5 rn/sec
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Figure 4.2b. Propagation of sinusoidal waves at t =40sec
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Figure 4.2c. Propagation of sinusoidal waves at t =80 sec
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Figures 4.2a-c show that the sinusoid propagates without any change in frequency.

The energy flux is also conserved.

The next figures show the solution to the fractal-shaped Weierstrass

function-generated waves. It is seen that the shape of the propagating wave form is

constant.

2.00
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0.0O
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'1)
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.:
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distance(m)

Figure 4.3a. Propagation of fractal Weierstrass function-generated waves at
t=2Osec.
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Figure 4.3b. Propagation of fractal Weierstrass function-generated waves at
t =60 sec

The next figures show the results using the wave data as the input. The

ocean wave data are taken from Sandy Duck, Field Research Facility in North

Carolina, 1997. The sampling rate is 2 Hz. The time series is taken at a water depth

h of approximately 1.9 meters. The wavelength L0 is approximately 30 meters. The

ratio h/L0 is larger than 1/20, which is not a shallow water condition. Therefore,

the data are shoaled and filtered to a depth of 0.9 meter with the procedure

described above. Figures 4.4a 4.4c show the propagation of waves on a flat

bottom without bottom friction.
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Figure 4.4a. The solution of the wave equation at t = 716 sec with ocean waves
taken from Sandy Duck Field Research Facility, North Carolina, 1997.

From Figures 4.4a-c, we can see that the solution exhibits what we see in

the field, that the waves take time to reach certain point. In other words, the

solution gives finite speed of wave propagation. While the waves are propagating,

the body of water in front of the waves is undisturbed. Other shallow water

solutions give infinite speed of wave propagation. That is the solutions for a certain

time t are also defined for the entire distance x.
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Figure 4.4b. The propagation of ocean waves at t = 1430 sec
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Figure 4.4c The propagation of ocean waves at t = 2l5Osec
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The effect of propagation on fractal dimension is determined from the time

series of the solution. Figures 4.5 and 4.5b show the solutions in the time domain.
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Figure 4.5a. The time history of the solution at x =0, fractal dimension is
1.789.
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Figure 4.5b. The time series of the solution in the middle of the domain. We
can see that there is time range that the free surface is undisturbed.
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Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show that the solution of the linear equations for the case of a

flat bottom without bottom friction predicts a fractal dimension that is constant in

time. This is the result of a linear analysis. Figure 4.5b also shows the time range in

which the free surface is undisturbed after the waves pass the middle of domain.

Figures 4.5a and 4.5b demonstrate the ability of the solution to reveal finite speed

of wave propagation in the time domain. Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show the energy

spectrum calculated from the solution at two different locations. It is seen that there

is no change in the frequency content. The total area under the energy spectrum

curves is identical, indicating that energy flux is conserved for the flat bottom.
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Figure 4.6a Energy spectrum of the time series at x =0 calculated using 4000
points of the time series
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Figure 4.6b. Energy spectrum of the time series near the middle of the domain

4.2 FLAT BOTTOM WITHOUT BOTTOM FRICTION WITH REFLECTIVE
WALL

This section focuses on the fractal dimension when the waves interact with

a reflective wall. The reflective wall is assumed to be non-porous and vertical.

Figure 4.7 shows the sketch of the problem.

F(T) P.0

= A

Figure 4.7. Wave propagation on a flat bottom with a reflective wall, without
bottom friction.
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The reflective wall is located at X = A. The boundary value problem is the same as

(4.20), with additional boundary conditions at X = A,

N(XA,T)_0 T0 (4.29)

Because there are two boundary conditions, the solution is written in the form of

double and single layer potentials, as in (4.16). The solution can be rewritten as

N(X,T) J R5 (X,T;s = 0,v) 0(v) dv

R(X,T;s=0,I) q(7) (4.30)

+JR(X,T;s=A,v) fr) dv

where I is TX and Sa is T+XA. The Riemann function has the same

value as the case in Section 4.1, R(X,T;s,v) =1. By substituting 7, Sand

R(X,T;s,v) into (4.30), we can write the solution as

TX-A

N(X,T)=q$(TX)+ J (v) dv (4.31)

By applying the boundary condition at X =0, we can write (4.31) as

N(0,T) = F(T) = 0(T)+Jyi(v) dv (4.32)



The density5(T) is obtained by solving (4.32):

d (4.33)

By differentiating (4.31), we can get

S=TX-AaN(X,T)=i/5x(TX) + J v(r) di
ax

S=T+X-A

=ø(Tx)+ 5 (r) dr+v(T+XA)- (4.34)
ax0

=ø(T--X)+ yi(T+XA)

By applying the boundary conditions (4.29) at X = A, we can write the density

as

yt(T)=q5x(TA) (4.35)

By defining a=TA,wecanwrite(4.35)as

Integration of (4.36) gives

q$'(cr) dcr=Jv(cT+A) dcv

o-=T-A

Ø(cr)= f i'(cr+A)du

(4.36)

(4.37)



A change of variable gives

Jyjfr+A) dr=(TA) (4.38)

By shifting the arguments of and qfi by (A), we can rewrite (4.38) as

TA

fw(r) d'r=.çb(T-2A) (4.39)
0

The substitution of (4.39) into (4.33) implies that

qi(T)F(T)q5(T-2A) (4.40)

If we reconstruct (4.40) by substituting the density 0 recursively, then we can write

the density 0 as

[eli

0(T) _F(T)F(T-2A)+F(T-4A) .....

q5(T)=(-1' F(T(2n-2)A)

The substitution of (4.35) into (4.31) will result in the solution N(X,T).

TXA
N(X,T) = 0(7' x)+ J 0 A) d

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)
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To evaluate the integral term on the right hand side, we make a change of variable

(4.44)

By differentiating with respect to r, we can get

(4.45)
dv

With the change of variable a = v A, the integral term in (4.43) becomes

S=TX-A T+X-2A

IØ'(vA) dv= J

= Ø(a)aTx_A
(4.46)

= çb(T+X-2A)cb(A)

Ø(T+x-2A)

The density çô with negative argument is zero. The substitution of (4.46) into

(4.43) gives the solution N(X,T) as

N(X,T)=Ø(TX) +Ø(T+x-2A) (4.47)

If we substitute (4.42) into (4.47), then we can write a solution N(X,T) as
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N(X,T) (-1)' F(T x _(2n_2)A)

(4.48)
+ (-1f'F(T+X-2A(2n-2)A)

Figures 4.8a-c and 4.9a-c show the solutions for the sinusoidal and Weierstrass

function waves, respectively. The water depth is taken to be 2.5 meters.
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Figure 4.8a. Sinusoidal wave at t =40 sec. The location of the wall is at
x = 400 m
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Figure 4.8b. Sinusoidal wave at t =80 sec. The wave is hitting the reflective
wall at x 400 m
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Figure 4.8c. Sinusoidal wave at t =100 sec. The wave is reflected by the wall.
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Figure 4.9a Fractal Weierstrass function-generated waves propagation on a
flat bottom at t =40 sec. The wave celerity is 5 rn/sec. The location of the wall
is at x = 400 m
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Figure 4.9b. Fractal Weierstrass function-generated waves propagation on a
flat bottom at t =80 sec. The wave celerity is 5 rn/sec
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Figure 4..9c. Fractal Weierstrass function-generated waves propagation on a
flat bottom at t 100 sec. The wave celerity is 5 rn/sec . The wave has been
reflected and creates a standing wave.

Figures 4.8a c at t > 8Osec show that standing waves occur when the waves are

reflected by the wall. The results show an interaction between the incident waves

with the reflected waves. Figure 4.lOa-d show time series of the ocean wave data at

4 locations. Standing waves are evident in Figures 4.1 Ob-d. The fractal dimension

was calculated using 4000 data points at x =0 and x =6144 meters. The resulting

fractal dimension is 1.789 and does not change.
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Figure 4.lOa. Time history of ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North Carolina,
1997) observed atx =0 m; fractal dimension is 1.789.
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Figure 4.lOb. Time history of ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North Carolina,
1997) observed at x = 3072 m (middle of the space domain).
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Figure 4.lOc. Time history of ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North Carolina,
1997) observed at x = 4608 m ( of the space domain).
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Figure 4.lOd. Time history of ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North Carolina,
1997) observed at the end of the space domain (x 6144 m); fractal dimension
is 1.789.
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Figure 4.11a. Energy spectrum of the first 4000 data points in Figure 4.lOa.
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Figures 4.1 la-b show the energy spectrum calculated from 4000 data points for the

solutions at x =0 m and at the wall. The figures are intended to show how the

energy changes as the waves are reflected. Since the waves are 100% reflected, the

standing wave height is twice the incident wave height, and the standing wave

energy spectrum is four times the incident wave energy spectrum. The total area

under the energy spectrum curves in Figure 4.11a and 4.11b are 13.1 m2 and 52.4

m2, respectively. Figures 4.12 show the results in the spatial domain.
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Figure 4.12a. The propagation of the ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North
Carolina, 1997) at t = 1024 sec
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Figure 4.12b. The propagation of the ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North
Carolina, 1997) at t = 2048 sec
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Figure 4.12c. The propagation of the ocean waves (from Sandy Duck, North
Carolina, 1997) at t = 2970 sec. Location of the wall is at x = 6000 m. It is seen
that there is a standing wave in front of the wall.
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4.3 FLAT BOTTOM WITH BOTTOM FRICTION ON SEMI-INFINITE
DOMAIN

This section focuses on the effect of interactions between the propagated

waves and the beach on the fractal dimension of the waves. The governing equation

follows (3.44). The initial and boundary conditions are the same as the conditions

in Section 4.1. Data from the Grays Harbor Wave Refraction Experiment,

Washington, 1999 are used for the ocean wave data input. The energy spectra of the

ocean waves are analyzed, and the fractal dimension is calculated. Figure 4.13

shows the sketch of the domain.

F(T)

fb°

Figure 4.13 Wave propagation on a flat bottom with bottom friction.

The boundary value problem with the governing equation (3.44) can be

summarized as follows,

W---W=W XO, TO
W(X,O)=WT(X,O)=O (4.49)

W(O,T) = exp(ST)F(T)



where N(X,T) exp(5T)W(X,T). The value of 5 is obtained from (3.42).

Because the boundary condition is of the Dirichlettype, the solution to (4.49) is

written in the form of a double layer potential. By evaluating the value K in (3.66),

and substituting it into (3.86), we can find the Riemann function that is a kernel for

the integral equation. By matching the governing equation written in (4.49) with

(3.53), where the variable Wreplaces N, we can find the value k as

From (3.43),

b2K- (4.50)
16

b=' (4.51)
37r

Equation (4.50) is substituted into (3.86). By using the transformations in (4.5) to

(4.8), we can write the Riemann function in terms of variables (X,T;s,r) as

R(X,T;s,r) = I0(kj(XsT)(s _X+T_v)J (4.52)

The solution to the boundary value problem in (4.49) is written in the form of a

double layer potential as

w(x,T) =j(_i J(xs +T_v)(s_X+T_v))) (r) d
)s=o

(4.53)

Io(x_s+T_)(s_x+T_))Ø()
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We can rewrite (4.53) as

Xs
T

j(Xs+T_r)(sX+T_)
w(x,T)= k

b

+ 10( (Xs+T-7)(sX+T)J Ø(I)

Ø(r)dr

If we substitute s 0 into (4.54), then we can write W(X,T) as

(X+Tr)(X+Tr)
w(x,T) I

2

Ø(r)d

+I0((x+T_)(x+T)J (7)

(4.54)

(4.55)

where 7 = T X. The boundary condition at X =0 is applied to solve the density

0. As X approaches zero, Ta becomes T, and the Bessel function 1 ( ) becomes

one. The density 0 (T) can be written as

q$(T)=exp(_8T)F(T) ; T0
(4.56)

q5(T)_O ; T<O
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q5(T) = 0 for T <0. The substitution of (4.56) into (4.55) gives

7=T-X

w(x,T)=x
b

Ii[(X+T_v)(_X+Tv))
eF(v) dv

2 j(x+Tv)(X+Tv)
(4.57)

e8'F()

If we substitute 7, = T X into (4.57), then we can write W (X, T) as

1 1(X+T-v)(-X+T-v))
T_XI 12

w(x,T)=xk
f (X+Tv)(X+Tv)

eF(v) dv

(4.58)

F(Tx)

We can transform W (X, T) to N (X, T) by using the following relation,

N(X,T) exp(ST)W(X,T) (4.59)

As in the previous chapter, the solution (4.59) is verified using smooth sinusoidal

waves and the Weierstrass function-generated waves in (4.27) and (4.28). We take

the water depth to be 2.5 meters, and bottom friction coefficient, fb to be 0.1.

Figures 4. 14a d show the results of the sinusoidal waves run. Figures 4.1 5a b

show the results of the Weierstrass function-generated waves. Figures 4.1 6a d



show the results of the ocean wave data run. The water depth for the ocean wave

model is 5.5 meters.
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Figure 4.14a. Sinusoidal waves with bottom friction on flat bottom at t = 2Osec
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Figure 4.14b. Sinusoidal waves with bottom friction on flat bottom at
t = 4Osec.
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Figure 414c. Sinusoidal waves with bottom friction on flat bottom at 1 80 sec

Figure 4.1 4d shows the same waves as in Figure 4.1 4c with the wave envelope

curve drawn.
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Figure 4.14d. Wave envelope of waves in Figure 4.14c
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The trendline of the upper envelope as written in the figure is

y = 0.9938 exp(-0.0021x) exp(-0.0021x) (4.60)

The energy loss is proportional to the squared wave height decrease. The ratio of

the wave energy loss to the initial wave energy is

((i exp(-0.002lx))2

1

J.l00% (4.61)

where x is dimensional distance. For this case, the energy loss as the waves reach

the end of domain at x 400 m is around 80%. Figures 4.1 6a d show the time

series of the ocean wave data at several locations. The data were taken from Grays

Harbor Wave Refraction Experiment, Washington, 1999, in water depth 11 meters.

These data are shoaled and filtered to adjust to shallow water conditions. The wave

data are shoaled to a water depth of 5.5 meters according to procedure described in

page 47. The data has a sample rate of 2 Hz, and a peak wave period of 19.7

seconds. The bottom friction coefficient is taken to be 0.01. The fractal dimension

calculation is taken for a block of 4000 data using rescaled range analysis.
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Figure 4.15a. Propagation of Weierstrass function-generated waves at
t = 2Osec
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Figure 4.15b. Propagation of Weierstrass function-generated waves at
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Figure 4.16a. Ocean wave data at x =0 m; fractal dimension is 1.598
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Figure 4.16b. Ocean wave data at ¼ of the domain; fractal dimension is 1.598
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Figure 4.16c. Ocean wave data from the middle of the domain; fractal
dimension is 1.598
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Figures 4.1 6a d show that the bottom friction decreases the wave amplitude as the

wave propagates. However, the bottom friction does not affect the fractal

dimension of the waves. Figures 4.17a b show the energy spectra of the waves.
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Figure 4.17a. Energy spectrum of ocean wave data observed at x =0 m

Figures 4.17a 4.17b show that the bottom friction does not affect the frequency

contents of the waves. However, the amplitude of the energy decreases due to the

bottom friction. The total are under the energy spectrum curve in Figure 4.17a is

0.528 m2 (x 0), and that of Figure 4.17b is 0.029 m2 (the end of domain). The

total energy loss is 94.5%.

Equation (4.58) shows that the frequency of the waves is explicitly written

in the function F (T), and the bottom friction term 8 is written as an exponential

term. Assuming the linear superposition within the solution for any time dependent

boundary condition F (T), it is clear that the friction term does not affect the

frequency content of the solution. To investigate whether the linear superposition

assumption holds true, 3 sinusoidal waves with diflërent periods (5sec, lOsec and
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l5sec) are tested. The test is done by running the model individually with

.(2,ir
F (T) = sin

(v
7TJ. and the 3 solutions are superposed.

The second test is to run the wave signal function

F (T) = sin ((2r/5) TCT) + sin ((2r/1 0) 7T) + sin ((2r/1 5) IT). The two solutions

are compared in Figures 4.1 8a d and 4.1 9a d. The results between the

superposition of the sinusoidal waves and the wave signal are identical. This means

the linear relationship assumption between the friction term and the frequency term

in (4.58) holds true.
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Figure 4.17b. Energy spectrum of ocean wave data observed at the end of the
domain
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Figure 4.18b. Solutions of signals of 3 sinusoidal waves with periods of 5, 10,
15 sec at x =0. Note that the graph is identical to Figure 4.18a.
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15 sec at the end of domain. Note that the graph is identical to Figure 4.18c.
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Figure 4.18f. The energy spectrum of signal waves with periods of 5, 10 and 15
sec, at x = 0 in. Note that the energy content is identical with the case of
superposition in Figure 4.lSe.
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4.4 FLAT BOTTOM WITH BOTTOM FRICTION CONSTRAINT WITH
REFLECTIVE WALL

This section focuses on the effects of wave reflections and bottom friction on

the fractal dimension of the waves. The boundary value problem is the same as

Section 4.3, written in (4.49), with an additional of the reflective boundary at

X A. The reflective boundary can be written as

w(x_A,fl=o T0 (4.62)

Figure 4.20 shows the domain of the problem.

F(T)

i
I1

X=AFb0

Figure 4.20. Wave propagation on a flat bottom with bottom friction
constraints with reflective wall

For the case with two boundary conditions of Dirichiet and Neumann-type, the

solution is written in the form of double and single layer potentials . The solution

can be written



W(X,T)=J R(X,T;sO,r) Ø() dr

-R(X,T;s = o,1,) Øçl;) --T (4.63)

+JR(X,T;s=A,) () d

where the Riemann function R will have the same value as in Section 4.3 since the

governing equation is the same. The Riemann function can be obtained from (4.52).

We take 0 (T) and v (T) = 0 for T 0. The substitution of the Riemann function in

(4.52) into (4.63) gives

w(x,T) J (I X-s+T)(s-X+T-)]Ofr) d
0

-Ioc

We can rewrite W (X, T) as

X-s+T_T)(s-X+T_1)) Ø() (4.64)

) d

XIi((X+T-r)(-X+T-r)J
bw(x,T)=

I
Ofr)dr

_I0f(x+T_)(x+TI))

+ X_A+T)(A_X+T_)) (r)d

(4.65)
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The boundary conditions are

and

W(X = O,T) = eTF(T) (4.66)

w(x=A,T)=o (4.67)

Using (4.66), we solve the density 0(T).

0(T) = exp(--5T)F(T) +

(4.68)
S=T-A

f i
(

(A +T v) (A + T r)
J

yi(r) dv

where 0(T) = 0 for T 0. The density ii.t(T) can be solved using (4.67). The first

derivative of W (X, T) with respect to Xis

x
I(X+T-v)(-X+T-v)

w(x=A,T)=

L

[b (X+Tr)(X+Tv)) ofr)jJJJ

-(j (k o(i)J (4.69)

+ jIo(!?-J(x_A+T_r)(A_x+T_r)) v(v)dv



where 7 = Tx and Sa T +X A. If we substitute T and Sa into (4.69), then

we can rewrite (4.69) as

x

J
d

E3X2

T4-X-A

+
j
Jo(j(x_A+T_r)(A_x+T_)) .i()di

We evaluate the first term of (4.70) using the Leibnitz rule,

1term b
T-X

X+T)(X+T)
I

2 IaK[ Id

Ii((X+T_)(_X+T_)) (r)j

x

b
1(x+T(Tx))(x±T(Tx))

+I I

21
I1((x+T(T_x))(x+T_(T_x))J Ø(T_x)T IxJ

(4.70)

(4.71)
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If the argument of the modified Bessel function of order one approaches zero, then

I
lim (4.72)
x-o x 2

(4.71) can be written

1tterm
b
TXh1I()

X2b_______ 2X2 "(2)
2 ---i- +- ,_.

(4.73)

bX Ø(Tx)
4

where,

(4.74)

The second term of (4.70) is

2nd term=-----q5(TX)=qY(TX) (4.75)
ax

By using the Leibnitz rule, we can rewrite the 31(1 term of (4.70) as



S=TX-A
3rdt

J _-_(Io (mJ(xA +T r)(A X T_)J v(r)] dr

(4.76)

+ io( (X_A+T_Sa)(A_X+TSa)) Y/(Sa)

If we substitute Sa T + X A into (4.76), then we can rewrite (4.76) as

T+X-AI3rdb
J (XA+T)(AX+T_)

(4.77)

+ yi(Tr+xA)

By combining all of the terms, we can rewrite (4.70) as

T-Xh1[[) 2bbO(1) 2X2'1(} X +-(x,T) = q5(r) dr

bX(TX) + Ø'(Tx)+ (T+X_A)
4

S=T+X-A I (A X)
+ I

yi(i)
(XA+T_r)(A_X+T_)

dr

(4.78)
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Applying the boundary condition (4.67) at X = A, we have

TAh11\J) A2b i[i) A2 II(+2 q5(v) dr(T)= Ji::2;
A

j

where

+ -±-(T_A) Ø'(TA)

QA_(T) (A+Tr)

yi(T)=OforTO. Insummary,

for O T A: b(T)=exp(-45T) F(T)=p(T)
yi(T) = 0

forA< T < 2A

(T)=_eTF(T)JIo((_A+T_v)(A+T_r)) fr) dr

and,

TA ' 2 J
A2b ° 2 J

A2 '1 /J 112
i(T)=-- J

ft
2 A

Øfr)dr
Ab+ q5(TA)qY(TA)

4

(4.79)

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)
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The density iii' (T) in the second term of (4.82) is calculated over 0< T <A, where

from (4.81), (T)=0. Thus (4.82) can be rewritten as,

çb(T)=exp(ST) F(T)=p(T) (4.84)

The solution in the domain of 0 T A is

If,

T-X

w(x,T)k
XIi((X+Tr)(X+T))

1u(v)dr
2

(4.85)

+ p(TX)

= +zoh--+r C.

(AL ) L )
(4.86)

then the solution W (X, T) in the domain of A <T 2A is



w(x,T)=

T-X X

+ p(T_X)

TX-A

+ j

-AIhi Abi() da d

(4.87)T+X-A
Ab

J Io(!J(x_A+T_r)(A_x+T)) p(A) d
T+X-A

+ j 10( (x_A+T_)(A_x+T_)) p'(_A) dr

The last term in (4.87), p A), is a first derivative term. We can rewrite the

derivative term by letting

dr--A9 -+ =9 +A -* =1 (4.88)
dS

The limits of integration transform to

r=O -+ A
(4.89)'r=T+XA -+ 8=T+X-2A
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Denoting the last term of (4.87) as LT

T-+-X-2A

LT J
(4.90)

TX-2A

j 10( (xT__2A)(_x+T_)) dp()

By using integral by parts, (4.90) can be rewritten as

/ _________________________\T+X-2A
LT = i(9)Io[!j(X+T_9_2A)(_X+Ti9)J

2 -A (4.91)
TX-2A

J P(9)dIo(_(X+T__2A)(_X+T_))

The substitution of 9 in (4.89) into (4.91) gives

LT = p(T+X-2A) io(J)

+p(A) I0(J(X+T_A)(_X+T+A)) (4.92)

TX-2A
-

J P(l9)dIo(j(X+T_K_2A)(_X+T_K))

Since p vanishes for a negative argument, the lower limit of the integral term in

(4.92) can be shifled to zero. We can rewrite (4.92) as
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LT = p(T+X-2A)
(4.93)

J1(.J(_x +T_9)(X+T_19_2A))
dK

J
p(i9)(AT+9)

j(x+T---19)(x+T-9-.2A)

If we substitute LT into (4.87) , then we get a solution W (X, T). W (x, T) is

transformed back to N (X, T) by using

N(X,T)_exp(ST) W(X,T) (4.94)

The sinusoidal and Weierstrass functions-generated waves are used to check

if the model works well with smooth and fractal-shaped functions. Figures 4.2 lab

and 4.22ab show the results of sinusoidal waves and Weierstrass function-

generated waves. The bottom friction coefficient is taken to be 0.12, the water

depth is 2.5 meters.

The ocean wave data are taken from Grays Harbor Experiment,

Washington, 1999. The bottom friction of the ocean wave model is 0.01, the water

depth is 5.5 meters. Figures 4.23a d show the propagation of ocean wave. The

fractal dimension of the ocean waves is determined before and after hitting the

wall. The results of the ocean wave data are presented in time history charts. The

energy contents of the time series are checked as a verification of the model.
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Figure 4.21a. Propagation of a sinusoidal wave on a flat bottom with friction at
t=l5sec. The location of the wall is at x=300 m.
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Figure 4.2 lb. Propagation of a sinusoidal wave on a flat bottom with friction
at t =72 sec. The effect of reflected waves is shown.
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Figure 4.22a. Propagation of a Weierstrass function wave on a flat bottom
with friction t =15 sec. The location of the wall is at x = 300 m.
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Figure 4.22b. Propagation of a Weierstrass function wave on a flat bottom
with friction t = 90sec. The waves have been reflected by the wall. The
location of the wall is at x = 300 m.
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Figure 4.23a. Time history of ocean waves at x == 0 m. Fractal dimension is
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Figure 4.23b. Time history of ocean waves at a location of 1/5 of the domain.
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Figure 4.23c. Time history of ocean waves at a location of 2/5 of the domain.
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Figure 4.23d. Time history of ocean waves at the location of the wall. The
waves are being reflected. Fractal dimension is 1.598.
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Figures 4.24a-b show the energy spectra for the solutions in Figure 4.23a and

4.23d. The total area under the energy spectrum at x =0 in Figure 4.24a is 0.528

m2, and the total area at x = am in Figure 4.24b is 0.116 m2. The energy loss is

around 22%. By using the results without a reflective wall in Figure 4.1 7b, the total

area under the energy spectrum curve, when the waves reach x = a m, is 0.029 m2.

The values can be analyzed as follows,

otai(th wall) 0.116 =4 (4.95)
Etoiai (without wall) 0.029

The energy is proportional to the squared wave height.

(Hi+Hr)2
11,2

(4.96)

where H1 is incident wave height, and H is reflected wave height. If we calculate

further, then we can rewrite (4.96) as

1+-=2 (4.97)
H1

The reflection coefficient of the wall is

K --1 (4.98)
rwajl

H,

The value of one fulfills the assumption of the model that the wall is completely

reflective. Figures 4.23a and 4.23d also show that the fractal dimension of the

waves does not change with the bottom friction and reflective wall interactions.
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Figure 424a. The energy spectrum of data points in Figure 4.23a
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4.5 A SLOPING BOTTOM WITHOUT BOTTOM FRICTION

This section focuses on the effects of interactions between waves and

sloping bottom on the fractal dimension of the waves. The problem does not

include bottom friction, thus, F" =0. The model does not consider the depth-

limited breaking waves, so the computer run ends when the wave height reaches a

threshold corresponding to the breaking wave height cutoff.

F(T)

H0

Slope
M0

x=0

Figure 4.25. Sketch of the domain for a sloping bottom without bottom friction

The governing equation is written in (3.52). We assume that the slope is

small as defined in (3.48). The boundary value problem can be written as

X0, T0
W(X,O)=WT(X,O)=O (4.103)

w(o,T) = F(T)
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where N(X,T) = exp(SX) W(X,T), and S = _1. We assume that bottom

depth over domain changes by less than 10%. We also assume that the value of

10% is small enough that the governing equation in (3.52) is valid for the model

with sloping bottom. If we write the step width as X, then the assumption can be

rewritten in different fonn as

Xs

M
(4.104)

where X is the width of the small step. The solution at the end of each step of

widthX5 becomes the boundary condition for the next step with the same step

width XS. Decreasing step width XS may give better results, however, the smaller

step will add to computer run time. The model moves forward to any total distance

as desired. The model should be stopped before the wave breaks. Using the same

method as described in Chapter 3, the Riemann function R is

1M 1(X_s+T_r)(X+s+T)J (4.105)R(X,T;s,r)=J4..j

For the Dirichiet-type boundary condition written in (4.103), the solution is written

in terms of double layer potential.

a (MW(X,T) = J _Jo(Xs+Tr)(X+s+Tv)) (r) dr
Is=o

(4.106)
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where 7 T X. By carrying out the derivation of (4.106), we can rewrite (4.106)

w(x,T)=_ J
(2) (r)dT

2

(4.107)

+J0((x+T(Tx))(x+T(Tx))J Ø(Tx)

Applying the boundary condition at X =0,

q$(T)=F(T) (4.108)

The substitution of (4.108) into (4.107) gives

T-X

w(x,T)= x J F(z) dr
2

o j(x+T_v)(_xTr)
(4.109)

+ F(TX)

To get the original solution N(X,T), we use a change of variable

N(X,T)= exp(SX) W(X,T) (4.110)

where 5 = - The solution N (X, T) in (4.110) is repeated over the entire

domain in every small step X. Figures 4.26a-b show the results for the sinusoidal

waves with a boundary condition at x =0 m. The wave period is 10 seconds, and
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the bottom slope is 0.02. The water depth at the beginning of the domain is 1.9

meters. By using (4.104), we calculate the step width to be 9.5 meters. Figures

4.27a-b show the results for the ocean waves taken from Grays Harbor,

Washington, 1999. The original data were taken in a water depth of 11 meters. To

adjust to shallow water conditions, the data are shoaled and filtered to a water depth

of 5.5 meters according to procedure described in page 46. For the ocean wave data

run, the small step width is 27.5 meters.

1.5

- 0.5
E

0)
a)

-0.5

-1

-1.5

x=Om
slope 0.02

0 50 100 150 200 250

time (sec)

Figure 4.26a Sinusoidal waves on a sloping bottom at x =0 m
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Figure 4.26b. Sinusoidal waves on a sloping bottom at x =19 in. Notice that the
waves increase in height as it propagates.

The energy flux of the waves can be written as

Flux1 = EjCgj (4.111)

where the total energy E, =1/8 pgH12 and for shallow water the group velocity is

the same as the celerity. We evaluate the ratio between energy flux at x 19 m and

x 0 m.. The ratio can be written as

Fluxxi9m Hxi9m2 x=I9m
1.082

=1.04 (4.112)
FlUXxom Hx=0m2

12

The value of 1.04 shows that the solutions of the sloping model do not conserve

energy flux. l'he fact that the ratio is not equal to one may indicate that there is an
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error in this technique. Figures 4.27a b show the propagation of ocean waves over

the sloping bottom. Figures 4.28a b show the energy spectrum of the data points

in Figures 4.27a b.
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Figure 4.27a. The time history of ocean waves at x =0. The data are taken
from Grays Harbor Wave Refraction Experiment, Washington, 1999. The
slope of the bottom m is 0.02.
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Figure 4.27b. The time history ocean waves at x = 27.5 m. The data are taken
from Grays Harbor Wave Refraction Experiment, Washington, 1999. The
slope of the bottom is 0.02
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Figure 4.28a. The energy spectrum for the data points in Figure 4.27a
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Figure 4.28b. The energy spectrum for the data points in Figure 4.27b

Figures 4.27a b show that a linear analysis of wave propagation over sloping

bottom does not reproduce the expected change of fractal dimension of the waves.

The fractal dimension of the waves is 1.589 at all locations. The propagation of the

waves does not change the frequency contents either, as shown in Figures 4.28a

4.28b. The linear solution on sloping bottom using (4.109) and (4.110) does not

conserve energy flux. This may be caused by the small slope assumption in (3.48)

that lead us to a constant coefficient PDE for the case of sloping bottom. To deal

with the problem, we will apply the linear solution on flat bottom without bottom

friction written in (4.21) to a series of small steps. The model will be discussed in

Chapter 6.

Solutions from a linear model have been considered in Sections 4.1-4.5.

The integral solutions exhibit one important point that the solution gives finite
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speed of wave propagation. The solutions show the area in which the body of water

is undisturbed. However, these solutions predict a constant fractal dimension, in

contrast to the changing fractal dimension observed in real oceanic data. The next

step is to perform a nonlinear analysis.



CHAPTER 5. NONLINEAR LONG WAVE EQUATION

The linear solutions derived in Chapter 4 do not reproduce the change in

fractal dimension observed in ocean waves. The observation made in Chapter 2 that

fractal dimension is correlated with the degree of nonlinearity of the waves

suggests that nonlinear effects need to be retained. Thus, we develop a nonlinear

analysis using the nonlinear wave equation derived in Chapter 3.

We consider wave propagation over a flat bottom without bottom friction.

To provide insight into the nonlinear problem, we first approach the problem using

an implicit finite difference method. We apply a smooth half-sinusoidal wave as the

initial condition.

In our second approach, we use the Runge-Kutta numerical integration

method, with the same initial condition. The results are then compared with the

results from the finite difference method.

We start with the equations for conservation of mass and momentum, (3.5)

and (3.14). Letting

and

(3.5) and (3.14) can be expressed as

and

(5.1)

v=u(h+i), (5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

114
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For a flat bottom, the momentum equation in (5.4) is reduced to

v,+uv+gO (5.5)

where

(5.6)

These equations can be written in matrix form as

('+1° 1(cJ° (5.7)v) [g jvx) 0)

5.1 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD

The method uses a backward difference in time and a central difference in

space. The conservation of mass in (5.3) can be written in difference form as

pJpj-1 j I
i =0 (5.8)

At 2Ax

where subscript i denotes spatial points, and subscript j denotes time points.

Equation (5.8) can be rewritten as

çi
ç/l_-(v -) (5.9)

The conservation of momentum in (5.5) can be modified to

1 v2v+-1- g (5.10)
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Equation (5.10) is written in difference form as follows

v/ 1 1 (v (vf 1 ((c1
(j

(5.11)
z\t 2Ax j2 2A

j

or

&lAt
vf =v1' QvJj)2 (5.12)4!&

Figure 5.1 shows the domain of the computer model.

x=a x=0 x=a

Figure 5.1 Sketch of the domain of the model
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We assume a reflective boundary at x = a and x = a. At the boundary, we expect

a'- -i_=1+1 711..Ø (5.13)
ax 2Ax

or

The velocity at the end boundaries is zero.

VII =0

The following procedure is followed in our numerical analysis:

a. Estimate (vII )° in (5.9) and obtain (ci)'

b. Substitute (ç')' from (a) into (5.12) to obtain (vII)'

c. Repeat (a) by replacing (vII )° with (v,')' to obtain (

d. Repeat (b) by replacing (d)' with ( to obtain (vII

e. Repeat steps (a) to (d) until (v (vi <e and
1( ) (/ )" <

k denotes the iteration number. We takes to be 0.01.

(5.14)

(5.15)

Figures 5.2a b show the results with half sinusoidal function as the initial

condition.
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Figure 5.2a Combined plots of nonlinearwave solutions using finite
difference method. We can see the decrease of surface peaks and the widening
of wave bases.
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Figure 5.2b Total area under the curves of the solution to verify the
conservation of mass



Figure 5.2a shows the tendency of the waves to curl over as time elapses. However,

the wave surface never becomes vertical because the finite difference method does

not support a multi-valued function. We can see that the wave amplitudes tend to

decrease, and the wavelength increases. The peaks travel faster than the center of

the wave base. Figure 5.2b shows that the solution satisfies the conservation of

mass. The total area under the solution curves is constant for all times. The finite

difference model does not work with a fractal-shaped function because the model

uses the principle of slopes or tangents at each point. Thus, the finite difference

method only works for smooth functions which are everywhere differentiable.

5.2 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

The objective of this section is to develop a Runge-Kutta numerical solution

to solve the nonlinear wave equations. By using the same initial condition as in

Section 5.1, we can compare the results with the finite difference results. The

method is suitable for a fractal-shaped function because it is based on an integral

equation. The nonlinear wave equation (5.7) is transformed to new variables by

introducing change of variables as follows,

= [B] (a
(v) Lfl

(5.16)

The motivation for the change of variables is to determine a matrix [B] that

decouples the system of equations in (5.7). The substitution of (5.16) into (5.7)

gives

01 01
1a1' 1a 1a \\ (\ (0

BI i+BI 1+ v B! '1+ v B! 1=1
tfl,)

tLfl) tfi) "fi) 0
(5.17)
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We introduce a short hand notation

01
=Q (5.18)

If we divide (5.17) through by B, we can rewrite (5.17) as

(a
fi) fl)

xpJ (5.19)

To decouple the left hand side of (5.19), it is necessary for B1B to be a diagonal

matrix.

(A1 0BB=1 (5.20)

To get (5.20), B must be the eigenvectors of . The eigenvectors of B can be

written as

where

(1 1\
B=I I (5.21)

2

V 1

2 2J +4g

I 2

v 1 1(v'\2J +4g

(5.22)
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A1 and A2 are the eigenvalues of the system of equations. The eigenvalues are not

constant; they depend on both 4 and v. By substituting (5.20) into (5.19), we can

rewrite (5.19) as

a, +A1a

ft_, +4
_)Ja+_A2t +A [A2 _)Jfl] (5.23)

+Afi =_
[[k,

+x(_ +JJa+[2t +22(_A1 +J]fl] (5.24)

These equations are very siniilar with a corresponding to a wave moving to the

right and fi corresponding to a wave moving to the left. The initial conditions

(5.23) and (5.24) can be obtained using (5.16). We can solve a and /1 by

multiplying both sides with the inverse of matrix B.

[1 111(4\
flJ={Bl

4LA1 A2i vJ
(5.25)

By evaluating the inverse of B, we can write the initial conditions of a and /3 as

and

a(x,0) = ' ç(x,0) (5.26)

/1(x,O)= A20 (x,o) (5.27)

where the superscript "0" in the eigenvalues denote the initial conditions for the

eigenvalues. The eigenvalues are functions of and v. Equations (5.23) and (5.24)



are solved using the method of characteristics. If we look at the differential
equation in terms of a in (5.23), we can write the characteristics of the equation as

where

Thus,

where t(s,r0)=O (5.28)

ax where x(s,rO)=s (5.29)

1 [( v ôA ôA
ja+ --+----

LL ax
2 (5.30)

A2
(s,0)

I a+I1+]fl] (5.31)
a A,

J L

ar or A,

From (5.22), we can evaluate

A,
(5.32)

122
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If we substitute (5.32) mto (5.31), we can simpliI as

- ( 2a 2/1
(533)

-A1J ö22)

atôxThe equations of characteristics -,- and from (5.28), (5.29) and (5.33) are

ordinary differential equations. The equations have 6 unknowns: t, x, a, /1, A1 and

A. 6 equations are needed to solve these 6 unknowns. Three equations are

available, for --,- and as written in (5.28), (5.29) and (5.33). Three more

equations are needed, which are and We consider the relation
ai-

between the eigenvalues. The multiplication of the eigenvalues results in

(5.34)

From (5.34), A1 can be obtained and written as

(5.35)
A2

If we take the derivative of (5.35) with respect to r , then we can write as

(1 aa(iap(a+/1)
(5.36)22) r 22)



The initial condition for A can be obtained from (5.22). A1 is written in the

characteristic variable s as

A1 (s, 0) k (s, 0) = j(h+ i(s,0)) (5.37)

Now, we need the equation for - We consider the summation of the two

eigenvalues. We can write the summation as

(5.38)

A2 can be obtained and written as

(5.39)

By substituting A1 obtained in (5.35), we can rewrite (5.39) as

124

(5.40)
2 (a + /3)

If we take the derivative of A2 with respect to z, we can write as

(1 a +(__L1
t\ 2(a+fl))ar 2(a+fl))&r

A2 ôa
(2a+2fl)2 2(a+fl))r

(5.41)

A2 2(A1a+A2fi)afl

2(a+fl) (2a+2fl)2
)



By rearranging the equation, we can get --. The initial condition for A2 is

written in terms of the characteristics variable s as

A2 (s,o) = \/c(s,0) = ..j(h+ ii(s,O)) (5.42)

An equation in terms of fi can be implicitly given by estimating fl, where the

superscript k denotes the iteration number k. We can write the system of ODE's in

(5.28), (5.29), (5.33), (5.36) and (5.41) in matrix form,

or

where

1 0 0 0 0) IT (i
01 0 0 01
0 0 1 b34 b35

(k)a 0 I (5.43)

00b43 I 1A211c41
I I I

0 0 b53 b54 b55)
A2 J )

(T (1 0 0 0 V' (i

XI lo 1 0 0 01 Icj

I =III 0 0 1 b34 b35 IIIII 0 I (5.44)
iI

I
A1

I

I

0 0 b43 1 b45 c4

, J
0 0 b53 b54 b55) 5)

,., (k)
-.a

(5.45)
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b
2/$

(5.46)
35A2-21

(5.47)

b45

(a) +fl)
(5.48)

2(A1 a+
A1

b53 = (5.49)
f, (k) 2(a+/3)

(k)a
(5.50)

2(a

p(k)

(5.51)b55 1 2(a+/3)

(5.52)

I ap
(5.53)

The set of ODE's for/i is written in (5.24). The first 3 equations, which are the
characteristics of (5.24), are

t(s,r=O)=O (5.54)

(5.55)



where
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a/3aA1( -2a 2fl
(5.56)

k-A1J ö22A1J

fl(s,r=O)= ç(s,o)
A2-21

The equations for and are the same as the ODE for a. They are written

in (5.36) and (5.41). We can write the ODE in a matrix form.

or

where

100 0 Q"\ (T(1
01 0 0 I I XI 1e21

0 0 1 d34 d35
jj(k+l) LI 0 I (5.57)

I I I

0 0 d43 1 d45
I A1

I

0 0 d53 d54 d55 J )
e5)

I T) (10 0 0 0)1(1
x I 10 1 0 0 0 1e21

a
(k+i) LI 0 0 1 dM d35 I I 0 1 (5.58)

0 0 d43 I d45
I

e4
I

22 0 0 d53 d54 d55) e5 J

,.. (k)
La

d34=A1 (5.59)
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d
2j3(k+1)

AA1 (5.60)

d43=L (5.61)

/ (k) (k-i-i) \

1(a +fl
)

(5.62)d45 =

2(A1a +Afl°)
d53

(2a +2fl1)) 2(a
+fl(1)) (5.63)

e2 = (5.64)

1 (k)iôa
e4 = (5.65)

e5 =1
A1

2(Aa +2flh))ak

a +2fl1))2
J

ar
(5.66)

2(a (2
(k)

The system of equations in (5.44) and (5.58) are integrated using Runge-Kutta

numerical integration. The procedure is as follows,

(k) . (k)1. For each s, estimate fi for all -r and substitute ,8 mto (5.44) to solve

for a

(k) . . . . . (k-i-i)2. a obtained in (1) is substituted mto (5.58) to solve for fi
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13(k+i) obtained in (2) is substituted into (5.44) to get

I (k+i) kl4. Repeat steps (2) step (3) until fl11) jjk

f

< e and Ia a
I

Figure 5.3 shows the solution for a and fi at different times. The waves separate

and move away from the initial condition as expected. Figure 5.4a shows the

solution in physical coordinates.
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Figure 5.3. The nonlinear characteristic solution a (s, r) and /3 (s, r) verse

x(s,r)
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Figure 5.4b The area under the curves of (x,t) with respect to time t.
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The solution starts to curl over after 4.5 seconds. The term "curl over" is to

describe a waveform whose leading edge extends beyond the base of the wave.

i Leading edge

Fbase -i

Figure 5.5 Curling over of a wave

As the wave starts to curl over, the solution ç(x,t) becomes physically unrealistic

although it is mathematically stable. Physical intuition and observations lead us to

expect the wave to break once it curls over past some threshold. The solution curl

over significantly at time 4.5 seconds, and this indicates the wave breaks. Figure

5.4b shows that the model conserves mass as expected.

In Chapter 2, for the time series of ocean waves examined, to evaluate the

fractal dimension required a block of data of length 4000 points or greater. For 2

Hz data, this corresponds to 2000 seconds of data observation. This very long

record length is not examined using the numerical model.

Comparing the results with the finite difference solution at exactly the same

time and place, we see that the solutions for t <5 sec are similar. In the finite

difference solutions, the waves do not curl over, due to the fact that multi-valued

thnctions are not supported in the finite difference method. Thus, the finite

difference solution should not be used for t >5 seconds.

One important point in this chapter is that the model using method of

characteristics is capable of indicating when the wave begins to curl forward.
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CHAPTER 6. WAVES ON A STEP BOTTOM

In this chapter a simple long wave reflection and transmission model is

developed for long waves on a sloping bottom. The sloping bottom is approximated

as a series of steps. The single step reflection model in Dean and Dalrymple (1984)

is extended to multiple steps. The model also includes depth limited breaking.

Section 6.1 focuses on the incident waves being reflected and transmitted only

once. If a wave propagates over a multi-step bottom,, then the reflected and

transmitted waves will be re-transmitted and re-reflected. Section 6.2 focuses on

modeling multi-reflected and transmitted waves. Finally, these approaches are

combined to produce a composite model, in which the total energy of the reflected

and transmitted waves depends on how many times the waves are reflected and

transmitted.

6.1 THE PROGRESSIVE MODEL

This section focuses on waves reflected and transmitted once. Figure 6.1

shows the geometry of the depth transition region. The fluid domain is divided into

Regions 1 and 2. The incoming wave H, is assumed to propagate in the positivex-

direction. At the vertical step located at x = , a portion of the wave will be

reflected, and the remainder transmitted.
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Figure 6.1 Elevation of a section of a step bottom

By assuming linear superposition, we can describe the wave in Figure 6.1 as

follows:

77 7)+77i =-cos(kxto t+e,)+icos(kjx+w t+e,.1) atx<x

atxx (6.1)
2

where ij, q,, and 1r1 are the incident, transmitted, and reflected waves,

respectively. , and r1 are the corresponding wave phases. The phases are

referenced to the incident wave, whose phase is set to zero. k and k2 are the wave

numbers before and after the step at x = x. The wave numbers are calculated using

the long wave dispersion relation

2g
(6.2)
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where T is the wave period and h is the water depth. There are 4 unknowns:

H,1 , Hri and en. We impose matching boundary conditions at the location of

the step as shown in Figure 4.2. The first condition is that the free surface is

continuous at x =

i + = ; x (6.3)

For the second condition, we use the linearized continuity equation

:= ô(uh)
(6.4)

i3t &c

where u is the depth-averaged horizontal velocity. From (6.3) and (6.4), it follows

that the volume flux must match at the step.

(uh)1 = (uh)2 (6.5)

For a long wave, the depth-averaged velocity can be written as (Dean and

Dalrymple, 1984)

lic
(6.6)

h

where c is the wave celerity. In the direction of the wave, we can write (6.5) as

C1(17i77ri)=C2 (6.7)

For the shallow water, the celerities are

Cl =
(6.8)

C2 =
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Equations (6.3) and (6.7) are used to solve the unknowns, , H1 ,
t and e,.. The

wave heights and phases are written

H11=2
1

H1
Cl + C2

(6.9)

Hr1 H,
Cl + C2

= k1x1 k2x2
(6.10)

rl
=-2kx1

This incident, transmitted, and reflected waves at Step 1 can be written

H
ii =- -cos(kjxw t)

'in =----Hcos(k2(x--x)+k1x1 a t) (6.11)
Cl + C2

_1 c1c2
irl H1cos(kx-2kX1+ai t)

2 c1 + C2

Now consider a second step x = x2 where x2 > xj. This is shown in Figure 6.2.

The transmitted wave from Step 1 becomes the incidentwave at Step 2. The abrupt

depth change at Step 2 will result in reflected and transmitted waves 'ir2 and 'i2

These can be written as follows,

H,1
'i, =cos(k2xa t+1)

'it2 =1-cos(k3xa) t+2) (6.12)

7r2 =- os(lc2x+ai t+6r2)
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Figure 6.2 Sketch of Step 2

The procedure followed at Step I is repeated to solve the system of equations at

Step 2. This technique can be repeated for an arbitrary number of steps to obtain the

general result.

H1() = 2 Ht(fl_l)

(6.13)
cn + cn+i

c c
"r(n) =

C,? + Cn+l

= (k k1 ) X +
(6.14)

r(n) = --2 kx ((n-1)

If(n-1)=O,then H,(1) =H1and i(n]) = =0. Using (6.13) and (6.14), we

write the general free surface equation as
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H((fl)

cos(k+1x_& t+(fl))

(6.15)

Tlt(n)

2

Hr(n)
cos(kx+w t+EY(fl))r(n)

2

6.2 THE RE-REFLECTED WAVE MODEL

Up to this point, the determination of reflected and transmitted waves from

each step has been rather straightforward. Unfortunately, re-reflection occurs

between steps, and these effects are not negligible. An example of re-reflection is

as follows: the incident wave propagates across the first step to give a transmitted

wave i. This wave then partially reflects from Step 2. This reflected wave then

propagates back to Step 1, where it is partially reflected again back to Step 2. It is

clear that this process develops many reflected waves. Fortunately, at each

reflection, the importance of this mechanism decreases. This is because at each step

there is only partial reflection, so multiple reflections tend to get smaller at each re-

reflection. To conserve energy, the re-reflected and re-transmitted waves must be

considered. In Figure 6.3, i3 is called the first order reflected wave. The re-

transmitted and re-reflected waves are designated
/r32 arid

p7,32' respectively.

Waves resulting from re-transmission and re-reflection of previously reflected

waves are termed second order waves. For second order waves, the subscripts r and

t are used for transmitted and reflected waves, respectively. Thus, propagating

waves in the positive x direction are designated by "I" and those propagating in the

negative x direction are designated "r", regardless of the order of the wave. The

indices (J, n) describe a wave re-transmitted and re-reflected off step n (at x),

which previously originated in a reflection off stepj (at xi).
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7
7lr32 1t32 1lr3

I

h3 Region 3

c3k3

IRegion 2 i

Step2 x3

c2k2

x2

Figure 6.3 An example of re-transmission and re-reflection of the waves

The waves in Figure 6.4 can be defined as

H3
q,3 =---cos(k3x+w t+6r3)

Hr32
1r32

2
COS (k2x + 0) t + cr32) (6.16)

H,32
q,32 =cos(k3x--co t+e32)

where 11r3 is known. To solve these equations, we apply boundary conditions (6.3)

and (6.7). We can write the second order wave heights and phases as

H =2 3

Hr3r32
C2 + C3

(6.17)
TT 3

JIp.3
C2 + C3
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Er32 =(k3k2)x2+3
(6.18)

(32 = 2 k3x2

-cos(kx+a t+Er3i)
(6.19)

7lr31
2

H31 cos(k2xw t+31)7lt31

Applying the boundary conditions, we write the unknowns as

"r3J = 2
2

hhIr32
Cl + C2

(6.20)
C2 C1

11 "r32
Cl + C2

Er31 (k2k1)Xi+Er32
(6.21)

= 2 k2x1 'r32
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1lr31 17j3J * 4
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c, k7
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x

Stepi x7

c11

x1

Figure 6.4. q32 is transmitted and reflected over x = x1. It becomes 7r3 and

p7(31

We repeat the procedure described above to obtain a general expression for second

order wave heights and phases

Hr(jn) 2
Cfl1

HT(Jfll)
cn + cn+i

cn+I cn
't(j,n) ''r(j,n+1)

cn +cn+i

(6.22)

r(j,n) = (k1 k) X + r(j,n+I)

t(j,n) = 2 k1x -(j,n+1) for n < j

The case n = j is described by (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15). The complete secondary

wave equations are
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Hr(Jn) cos(kx+ t+SF(Jfl))
(6.23)

hlr(j,n)
2

H(Jfl) cos(kix& t+St(Jfl))17t(j,n)
2

The superposition of all waves originating from step n is

1I(n) + /r(nJ) + + r(m,n1) (6.24)
m=nj-I m=n+2

where] denotes the final step. Figure 6.5 shows the waves over step n,

Tlr(j,n+1) 1-:--
17r(j,2)

1/r(n+2,n+J)

7r42
71(j,n)

nIr(j,n) 1r324_

4 111(1,1)

7t(n+1,n)

7lt31 7r(n#1)

?r31 4 12I ' 1t(n)

7r21 4 7r2 4 Step n+1
'in 4 1i n+1

1i Stepn

Region 1
I Step 1

2

1

x1 xn+1

Figure 6.5. Summary of waves over step n
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The reflection coefficient for the total system is calculated using the wave envelope

of the total waveform in Region 1. For this purpose, the width of Region I is

extended for several wavelengths. We obtain the wave envelope by taking the

maximum and minimum of the total waves at each location in Region 1 with

respect to time. The reflection coefficient is

Kr=m inRegioni (6.25)
1/max + 1lmin

where and i are the maximum and minimum of the wave envelope in

Region I.

Figure 6.6a shows the reflection coefficient calculated for a bottom

containing two steps using the wave envelope method over bottom slopes m

between 0.00 1 and 1.0. From the figure, the waves have to be reflected and

transmitted a minimum of 9 times to obtain a reflection coefficient near 1.0.

A calculation including the effects of depth-limited breaking waves was

also done. The transmitted wave height H() is subjected to wave breaking

conditions

= 0.8 h (6.26)

The results are summarized in Figure 6.6b. Breaking waves reduce the reflection

coefficient by about 30%. The average K,. is around 0.7. More steps would yield a

more realistic reflection coefficient.
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Figure 6.6a Reflected coefficient K,. over a 2-step bottom with different
slopes without breaking waves.
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Figure 6.6b Reflected coefficient K,. over a 2-step bottom with different
slopes with breaking waves
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The concave-up Dean beach profile is given by

ax213 (6.27)

where a is a constant depending on the beach grain size (Moore, 1982). We fit the

profile with a two-step bottom and considered four profiles corresponding to grains

sizes of 0.1 mm, 1.0 mm, 10 mm, and 100 mm. Figure 6.7 shows an example of the

best fit of 2 steps to the beach profile. The reflection coefficient is determined in

Region 1 for each profile. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the resulting reflection

coefficients without and with depth-limited breaking waves, respectively.

I I I I

4b 35 30 25 20 15 10 5

h3=1.Om

h2=25m

h1==3.5 m

D 1.Omm

cross-shore distance (m)

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5

L )

-2.5

-3

-3.5

-4

Figure 6.7 Best fit of 2 steps to the Dean beach profile with D = 1.0 mm
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Figure 6.8 Reflection coefficient for Dean beach profile without breaking
waves
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Figure 6.9 Reflection coefficient for Dean beach profile with breaking waves.
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Figure 6.10 Reflection coefficient verse number of steps. In this model, the
waves are reflected and transmitted once over a step.

Figure 6.8 shows that the total energy of the system is conserved when the waves

are re-reflected and re-transmitted more than four times, with the reflection

coefficient approaching one. Figure 6.9 shows that the reflection coefficient

decreases for beaches with smaller grain size. Waves dissipate more energy on

beaches with smaller grain size. The slope is milder and the waves break farther

offshore. Thus, wave energy dissipates over a larger area. A beach with small grain

size and mild slope is called a dissipative beach. For larger grain sizes, the beach is

steeper, and the waves break at a location closer to shore. Energy is dissipated over

a limited area on the steep beach. A beach with larger grain size is a reflective

beach.

Initially, this model is intended to solve the problem of sloping bottom as an

alternative method for the model described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, the sloping

bottom model described by constant coefficient PDE does not conserve energy
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flux. We intended to apply linear solutions of flat bottom without bottom friction

derived in Chapter 4 over a series of steps. From results in Figures 6.6a and 6.8, we

can see that it is impractical for us to apply linear solutions to a series of steps if we

have to re-reflect and re-transmit the waves up to 9 times for the model to conserve

energy. We also study the model if we only reflect and transmit the waves once

over a step. The result is presented in Figure 6.10. The figure shows the reflection

coefficient verse the number of steps. From the figure we can see that the energy is

conserved if we use over one thousand of steps. it is impractical for us to apply

linear solution on flat bottom over thousands of steps.



CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION

In this work we have represented the irregular nature of free surface of

ocean waves using fractals. We have calculated the fractal dimension of measured

ocean wave profiles to be in the range of 1.5 1.8. This non-integer dimension

confirms the fractal nature of the waves.

Field measurements indicate a positive correlation between fractal

dimension and the degree of nonlinearity, estimated by the skewness of the wave

distribution. Fractal dimension is also positively correlated with wave steepness.

Fractal dimension is also observed to be higher in the breaking zone, where waves

are highly nonlinear and dissipate energy in chaotic manner.

We first attempt to reproduce the observed changes in fractal dimension

with a linear analysis. Solutions of the linear system based on the work of Fuiks

and Guenther (1972) are developed for several cases. In all cases, the linear

solutions do not yield the change in fractal dimension observed in the measured

data. Thus, we conclude that solving the nonlinear system of equations is essetttiäl.

As a first approach to solving the nonlinear system, we develop an implicit

finite difference method solution with a smooth initial condition. The resulting

solution contains waves propagating to the left and right. As the wavsitpagate,

the wave form becomes asymmetric, with the crest shifting toward finnt of the

wave. The leading edge of the wave never extends beyond the wave base.

However, the wave height decreases and the wave base width increases with time.

Next, we solve the system using the Runge-Kutta method to integrate the

characteristics of the nonlinear system. The eigenvalues of the system are

determined and used to decouple the equations. The characteristics of i resulting

decoupled partial differential equations form a system of ordinary differential

equations. Runge-Kuua numerical integration i used to obtain a solution for this

system in the characteristic plane. Finally, ie:oIution is transformed back to the

xt plane.

148
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For small time t, the finite difference and Runge-Kutta solutions are similar.

At longer t, however, the Runge-Kutta solution shows the leading edge of the wave

extending beyond the base of the wave. Physically, this behavior corresponds to a

breaking wave. The finite difference solution does not have this result due to a

mathematical property inherent in the finite difference method: multi-valued

functions are not allowed. Thus, the finite difference solution is unable to describe

a breaking wave, and should not be used for conditions near breaking.

In Chapter 6, we model a long wave propagating over a stepped bottom.

Multiple reflections and transmissions are allowed at each step, and the resulting

reflection coefficient is calculated. Our calculations indicate that energy is

conserved if a sufficient number of re-reflected and re-transmitted waves are

considered. In order to make the calculation feasible, we calculate the solution for

two-step boftom, in which 9 re-reflections and re-transmissions are allowed at each

step. The effect of depth-limited breaking waves is also considered. If we only

reflect and transmit the waves once over small steps, we found that the energy is

conserved if over one thousand of steps are used.
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